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Tél: (+216) 71 861 327
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Our mission
is to provide a tailored solution
for your unique logistic challenge

Our Main activities
Why

?

AIR FREIGHT

LAND FREIGHT
EXPRESS WORLD provides specialized

NORMAL FREIGHT

STANDARD PRIORITY

road transport vehicules in terms of
speed, routing and types of load carried
Also offers same day deliveries

H-3 GOOD ACCEPTANCE
H : FLIGHT DEPARTURE

Express world is specialized in Time Critical

NEXT DAY CLEARANCE
NEXT DAY PICK UP

shipments; Our elite of dedicated logistic
experts are available to provide a solution for

Our express carriers network allows us
offering cost effective solutions with in

EXPRESS FREIGHT

LOADING PRIORITY

time shipments tracking

your urgents needs 24h a day, we are
connected to Worldwide networks to support
your challenges and to secure the Transit time

H-3 GOOD ACCEPTANCE
H : FLIGHT DEPARTURE

needed.
We are
efficiently

capable to handle your shipments
with

the

most

suitable

ON BOARD
COURRIER

IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE
H-3 PICK UP

ABSOLUTE LOADING PRIORITY
REDUCE ACCEPTANCE TIME

one.
H-3 GOOD ACCEPTANCE

24/7
PRE-CLEARED
PASSENGER BELT
IMMEDIATE PICK UP

Our worldwide network is our mean so we can
quickly,

share

our

knowledge,

AIR CHARTERING

24/7 CUSTOMIZED AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY

EXPRESS WORLD offers customs brokeservice

through

its

dedicated

department and IT related capabilities

keep you fully informed of the status of your
of our service.

CUSTOMS BROKERAGE

rage

experience and expertise with you and we’ll
shipment as Communication is an essential part

range of sea freight for both import and
service with full or part container load.

solutions rather it’s a customized or a standard

operate

EXPRESS WORLD provides an extensive
Export, from direct to trans shipment

freight

serve you no matter where you are, we can

SEA FREIGHT

24/7 AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY
NOT DEPENDING ON
AIRLINE SCHEDULE

PRE CLEARED
H + 2 PICK UP

Pre-clearance is possible for inbound
companies

